1927KW™ LINED PREMIUM GRAIN PIGSKIN PALM WITH KNIT WRIST
Style No. 1927KW

- Premium golden grain pigskin protects the palm with exceptional durability, & due to its porous nature, remains soft & flexible after getting wet
- Trademarked Otto™ striped cotton-blend canvas on the back of hand offers lightweight, breathable coverage
- Golden grain pigskin knuckle strap provides added protection from bumps & abrasions
- Comfortable, form-fitting 100% polyester elastic knit wrist at pulse-point, helps to retain warmth where heat often escapes the body, & prevents dirt & debris from infiltrating the glove
- Shirred elastic tightens the shell material to the hand above the widening of the palm & provides an additional preventative measure to block particles from further entering the glove
- Wrap-around index finger design creates increased durability & comfort, & ensures that the high-rub areas on the exterior of the finger are not compromised by potential thread or seam failures
- Leather welt at high-contact base of middle & ring fingers reinforces seam strength & durability
- Angled wing thumb, which is seamless between the palm & thumb, offers additional flexibility & comfort
- High-performance signature Heatkeep® thermal insulation, laminated with a soft TR2 inner lining, provides superior heat-retention by trapping heat, repelling the cold, & wicking away moisture
- Size(s): XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
- Also available in Kid’s

Features
- Genuine Leather
- Thermal

Performance
- Abrasion Resistance
- Dexterity & Pliability
- Dries Soft & Flexible

Glove 101
- Pigskin
- This leather is tough, breathable & pliable. Soft drying & flexible, pigskin leather withstands moisture without stiffening. It also has excellent abrasion resistance & durability.
- Heatkeep® Thermal Insulation
- Heatkeep® thermal insulation is comprised of finely spun polyester fibers that create thousands of air pockets to fully envelop the hand. These air pockets work to trap the body heat generated inside the glove & shield the hand from the cold.

Pigskin
- This leather is tough, breathable & pliable. Soft drying & flexible, pigskin leather withstands moisture without stiffening. It also has excellent abrasion resistance & durability.

Heatkeep® Thermal Insulation
- Heatkeep® thermal insulation is comprised of finely spun polyester fibers that create thousands of air pockets to fully envelop the hand. These air pockets work to trap the body heat generated inside the glove & shield the hand from the cold.